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Task 1 

Design and label a cross-section view of a keep in a mediaeval castle. 

 

Explanation of keep diagram numbers 

1 Battlements 

The battlements on a castle were used to shoot arrows at attackers, while still offering 

protection to the archers. 

2 Spiral Staircase 

Spiral staircases were not only used for getting from level to level in a medieval castle, they 

were a weapon against invading soldiers. They always turned clockwise so defenders of the keep 

coming down the stairs had plenty of room to swing their swords, and invaders of the keep coming 

up the stairs had very little room to swing their swords, unless of course you were left handed. 

Another defence mechanism that the stairs had was a trip step. This was one step that was 

slightly higher than all the other steps. The trip step was designed to trip up invading soldiers 

who were not familiar with the difference in height.  

3 Grand Hall 

The Grand Hall's use in a keep was to entertain and meet guests in. The king would meet 

subjects and eat his meals (along with his family) in the Grand Hall. 

4 King’s Quarters 

The king’s quarters were where the king and his family lived. They were always very well 

protected, on the top level of the keep and as far as possible from the main entrance.  



5 Gong Room 

The gong room was where all the keep's sewerage went. The Keeps toilets were basically 'drop 

loos' and either went straight out into the moat or into the gong room. There was also a gong 

farmer who looked after the gong room. 

6 Kitchens 

The kitchen was where all the Keep's food was prepared. In early keeps there were no 

chimneys and just a hole in the roof where some of the smoke from the cooking fires could escape, 

the kitchens were sometimes referred to as 'smoke kitchens'. For this reason in many keeps the 

kitchen was in a separate building to keep the rest of the keep smoke free. My keep does have a 

chimney (which collects the smoke from three fires and lets it out at the top of the building). The 

kitchen is in the main keep. 

7 Weapon Storeroom 

In a keep the weapon store room was used to store spare weapons, armour and shields. 

8 Well 

There was a well in a keep because if a castle was held under siege the defenders still needed 

fresh water. One of the tactics of invading army’s was to poison or cut off any nearby running 

fresh water supply. The defenders tried to combat this by having their own wells in the castle and 

keep. 

9 Food Storeroom 

This room, as the name suggests, was used to store food. It was important to have provisions, 

in case the castle was held under siege. 

10 Dungeon 

A dungeon would be used to hold prisoners in a medieval castle. They were generally 

underground. The dungeon’s association with torture doesn’t really come from the medieval age 

(this wasn't really done) but from the renaissance period. 



11 Guards’ Quarters/Servants’ Quarters 

Both guards and servants needed somewhere to sleep in a keep, so they were given sleeping 

quarters. Though the guards’ quarters would have been in better condition than the servants, they 

were both very cramped. 

12 Chapel 

In a keep there still needed to be somewhere to worship God, this was the chapel. 

13 Arrow Slits 

Arrow slits in keeps and walls offered archers protection while giving them somewhere to 

defend the castle/keep from. There was normally an alcove just behind the arrow slit, this 

provided maximum range and maximum protection to the archer. 

14 Stair Case Leading up to Main Door 

Having a stair case leading up to the front door, meant that it was very hard for attackers to 

use a battering ram against the door to gain entry to the keep. 

15 Main door 

The main door was as the name suggests the main entrance to the keep. The main door was 

often studded with metal studs to help protect it against battering rams. 

16 Disarming room 

This is a room just inside the main door. It is where all visitors gave up their weapons. You 

can't have people wandering around with weapons inside the keep.  

 





Task 2 

Design and label a bird’s eye view of an entire castle. 

 

Explanation of castle diagram numbers 

1 Draw Bridge 

The draw bridge use was to make a temporary bridge over the moat. The draw bridge could be 

lowered to let people from the castle in and out and raised to stop attackers from getting into the 

castle. 

2 Watch Towers 

Watch towers were used to watch the land surrounding a castle for attackers, there would be 

room for many men on each watch tower. The castle could also be defended from the watch tower. 

3 Outer Wall 

The outer wall was the second line of defence against attackers. It was thicker than the inner 

wall, as it was made to withstand siege engines. 

4 Inner Wall 

The inner wall was the third line of defence against attackers. It would only be needed if the 

outer wall was breeched. It was thinner than the outer wall. 

5 Keep 

The keep was the last line of defence against attacker; it was the most fortified place in the 

whole castle and was where the king lived. 



6 Moat 

The moat was the first line of defence against attackers. The moat was not only hard to cross 

but was very deep, so tunnelling under the castle was almost impossible. 

7 Space between the Inner and Outer Walls. 

This space was a kind of jail for attackers. If attackers got over the outer wall, it was very 

easy to fall into this space. From there defenders could pour boiling water, drop rocks and pour 

hot sand on the attackers to kill them. 

8 Portcullis 

This is a lattice grill made of wood or metal that could be lowered to fortify the entrance to 

the castle. 



Task 3 

You are the head of an invading army. Explain the steps you would take in attacking an 

English castle 

First of all I would send several pages out to offer the King of Carlisle the chance to 

surrender. The pages would say: 

"I come here on behalf of Queen ...  of Dumfries. She has offered you a choice, you can leave 

your castle peacefully and come out of this deal with your life, or you can stay and we will be 

forced to siege your castle, killing you, all your family, servants and subjects. She will give you 

an hour to decide. If you decide to leave you will have an hour to take all your possessions and 

go. If you don't than she will siege your castle and you will be killed" 

If they surrender than my job would be made a lot easier and I would be able to grab the keys 

and move in, but in most cases the king would not just hand over his castle. 

First I would build several trebuchets, ballistae and catapults just out of reach of bow shot 

and then have long bow archers to protect the carpenters as they lift up the siege weapons and 

move them into bow range. I would then catapult rocks over the castle walls, trebuchet barrels of 

burning tar over the walls and ballista flaming bolts over the castle walls. 

I would then surround the castle with archers making sure the defenders cannot escape and 

shooting defenders on the castle walls.

Next of all I would fire some flaming arrows into their bailey. These would burn down any of 

their wooden structures, and kill whoever was in the structures. This may also force them to use 

up some of their limited supply of water, to put out the fires. 

Next I would charge at the castle, with the long bow archers protecting the carpenters so that 

they can build their scaling ladders, catapults, trebuchets, siege towers and battering rams. I 

would build the catapults and trebuchets first and use them to fling dead corpses and rocks over 

the castle walls. These would make mayhem inside the castle and buy time, while the other 

equipment is being constructed.

Once inside the castle I would fight off any guards and move to the keep. When at the keep I 

would use a battering ram to break down the door and move in side.



I would then get any left handed swords men to go first up the staircase and fight off any 

soldiers. The left handed men will find this easier than the right handed men because the stairs 

climb in a clockwise direction.

When on the top level of the keep we would advance to the king’s private rooms. When at the 

king’s rooms I would take him prisoner or kill him, securing the castle. 

Weapons used: 

LONG BOW: 

A long bow is a tall (usually about the height of the person using it) bow. The height allows 

the user a long draw, at least to their jaw. 

TREBUCHET: 

A trebuchet is a siege engine that uses a counter weight to fling objects a long way. 

CATAPULT: 

A catapult is a siege engine that uses tightly wound fibres to form a spring and hurl objects a 

long way. 

BALLISTA: 

A ballista is a siege engine that is basically a giant cross bow. 

SCALING LADDER: 

A ladder that can hook on to battlements of a castle so that men can climb up. 

SIEGE TOWER: 

A siege tower is a tower that is covered in animal hide to protect men as the climb up the 

battlements of castle walls. 



Task 4 

Describe how you would defend your castle against enemy attack and siege. 

 

My defence strategy would start when a letter or a page arrived to tell me that if I didn’t 

surrender my castle would be put under siege and I would die. Of course I would say that I would 

not surrender. I would then station twice the amount of men as normal on look out and make sure 

that boiling water, hot sand and rocks were in supply so that I could pour them through the 

murder holes and over the battlements. When we are alerted that an attack is coming I would 

make sure the second portcullis was shut. This being done I would keep a stern eye on the 

situation, if I saw that the enemy was using a siege tower or scaling ladder, I would move more 

men up to the walls to help fight off the attackers. Hopefully the enemy would be funnelled into 

the place between the first and the second portcullis. This being done I would close the first 

portcullis and pour boiling water and drop rocks through the murder holes. I would also draw up 

the draw bridge. I would now station more of my men and archers on the castle walls and towers. 

I would also station archers at the arrow slots. I would get all my archers to aim at the siege 

engines. If they did end up getting inside the castle walls I would fight them hand to hand. If 

that didn’t work I would take all of my men off the curtain wall and re-station them on the 

second wall. I would give them orders to make sure that no attacker gets to the second wall and 

that all of them get trapped in between walls. From here it would be easy to pour boiling water 

on them, shoot them or drop rocks on them. 



Task 5 

Describe what type of location you would choose when building your castle. 

 

 I would build my castle out of stone on an inland hill, to give my castle the advantage of 

height over attackers. There would be some fertile ground on top so I could graze cattle and grow 

food. There would be flat ground all around my castle so we could have good vision all around 

and therefore early warning if there were any attackers approaching. There would be a fresh 

water source nearby. If I wanted to, I could dig a moat all around the base of my hill. There 

would also be a forest near my castle for wood. 

 This is a good location because it has a height advantage, clear land all around, fertile 

ground and a supply of wood. The only weakness I can think of that my castle has is that it 

would be easy to cut the water supply off if we were sieged, and that my heavy stone castle might 

start to sink into the hill. To come over these faults we would have to have plenty of wells in the 

baily, which would be at the bottom of the hill. 



Task 6a 

Collect four photographs of castles from different centuries of the medieval period. 

 

This is a Mott and Bailey castle from the 11th century, because they were made out of wood there are no 

remaining 11th century Mott and Bailey castles. 

 

This is the Bodiam Castle in East Sussex, a 14th century stone castle, built in 1385. 



 

This is Whitstable Castle a 15th century stone castle in Kent, England 

 

This is Lindisfarne castle, a 16th century stone castle, on Holy Island 

 



Task 6b & 6c 

Explain the changes that have occurred in castles over medieval times  

Describe why these changes have occurred 

 

Medieval Castles changed a lot over the medieval period. The changes in castles were mainly 

due to changes in building material, weaponry, warfare and the influences of different cultures. 

The first castles that were built in the medieval ages were Mott and Bailey castles. They had the 

keep on the top of large mound of soil and had the bailey at the bottom of the mound. They were 

built out of wood and had many drawbacks. They could be easily be burned down by attackers 

and they rotted over time, but they were practical; wood being an easily available resource and 

they didn’t require the amount of resources that later stone castles needed. 

 The next type of castles that were built were called ‘shell-keeps’. Shell-keeps were very 

similar to the Mott and Bailey castles, but were made out of stone. The thing that made the 

building of shell-keeps possible was a social change that also swept through Europe. Lords and 

Kings were amassing large kingdoms and wealth. This made the building of shell-keeps possible 

because they required more time and more money to build then Mott and Bailey castles, but 

offered greater protection. 

 The next building revolution that swept through Europe came with the arrival of 

crusaders back to Europe. With them they brought the knowledge of engineering and design 

learnt from the Greek and the Turkish people. These cultures were both very proficient with 

stonework. This knowledge enabled the building of large and elaborate stone fortresses 

throughout Europe. 

 The next change in castle design gave us what we know think of as medieval stone castles; 

over five hundred of these great and intricate castles were built all over Europe. Some over the 

major engineering feats of these castles were replacing the square towers with round towers. 

Round towers were less venerable to battering rams, had no blind spots and were stronger. 

 The building of castles started to decline with the invention of gunpowder. A castle that 

took ten years to build could be destroyed in the matter of days with artillery. But castles did not 



stop being built. Instead of being a security structure, they turned into a symbol of status and the 

living quarters for wealthy people. 

These changes happened because of the change in weaponry, influences from other cultures, 

building materials and warfare. Castles went from being temporary safety structures, to stone 

castles, that then evolved to be intricate and massive castles made to withstand sieges and 

attacks, to symbols of status and wealth. Even today the idea of castles brings to the mind a 

vision of large grand intimidating structures. 
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